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Asleep The Forgotten Epidemic That
Getting a good night's sleep is a rarity for so many of us that the National Institutes of Health says we're in the middle of a sleep epidemic ... as we get older, and sleeping during the rising ...

This Cooling Pillow Is Giving Shoppers Their 'Best Sleep Ever' — and It's 50% Off Right Now
That policymakers are not hearing about the escalation in suicide attempts, and the epidemic in self-harm and school refusal. That policymakers are not seeing young children who have forgotten how ...

Silver linings: COVID’s jolt to the education system could be just what it needs
The tuberculosis epidemic also led to the country's very ... brushing their teeth twice a day, and sleeping 10 or more hours with their bedroom window open. By completing these tasks, children ...

TB's Surprising Results
To end what Republicans called in 1980 a "murderous epidemic of drug abuse" sweeping ... to society and should not be "left to rot and die, forgotten and forsaken by everyone I know." ...

Demise of a kingpin, rise of an empire
Bristow said the war metaphor was also used with the deadly 1918 influenza epidemic, which arose during ... and other pandemic victims will be forgotten as the disease wanes and people who didn ...

US memorials to victims of COVID-19 pandemic taking shape
Sleeping Beauty Opens Her Eyes ... tourists once flocked to sneak a glimpse at the girl time seems to have forgotten. Many of them have captured several images where Rosalia’s eyes appear ...

More Strange, Morbid, and Scary Stories in Science
the angel gives us a little "tap" between the nose and upper lip and everything he taught us is immediately forgotten. That is how all human ... wild beasts, pestilence/epidemic, boils; (3) hail, ...

Va'eira 5764
“At 9 years old it was most disturbing because I was asleep,” shares one senior woman ... best TV programs offered visionary retellings of forgotten (or mistold) affairs from the past.

How Emmy-Nominated Drama Series and Docuseries Spotlighted What the History Books Ignored
We are a sleeping giant which without oil ... This was in the midst of a rising Cholera epidemic. This was at a time all hospitals and even healthcare centres were full to capacity.

Sweeping issues under the carpet
For the people who live there, the suffering seems even worse because they feel forgotten ... who've returned to stay with parents, people sleeping on couches in friends' houses and others ...

Analysis: Louisiana still waiting for aid a year after Laura
Most of the agreements would be forgotten or simply ignored by colonialists ... an Indian burial ground at all but one from the cholera epidemic of the late 1800s. The Royal Ontario Museum ...

Hidden Tkaronto: 10 places connected to the city’s Indigenous history
He said he had turned dozens of people away - some who had forgotten the pass as well as ... were being hit hard by the COVID-19 epidemic. "The situation is dramatic," Mr Macron said as he opened ...

EU infighting: 'Waited too long' Barnier slams Macron's handling of coronavirus crisis
From my own experience and from discussions with patients, bullying and teasing due to AD is common and seldom forgotten ... gloves at the height of the AIDS epidemic. In my residency in the ...

Atopic Dermatitis: A Personal Journey
More Nigerians, the young and the not-so-young, men and women, are dealing in various drugs and the prevalence is becoming an epidemic ... misjudgment of distance, sleeping while driving; armed ...

Nigeria: Making of generation of drug addicts
"Have we forgotten how many of our countrymen died ... "This is a failure of epidemic prevention decision making caused by the defects in the political systems of countries like the US and the ...

As the Tokyo Olympics ends, all eyes are now on the Beijing Winter Games
She says there’s a “hormone epidemic” – with women’s hormones ... change in appetite, sleeping too much or too little, and bloating. Yet the exact physiological causes are still unknown, ...
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